Greetings,

Since its conception in 2006, the University of Florida student branch of Women in Electrical and Computer Engineering (WECE) has been committed to establishing a strong community between students, faculty, and industry in ECE. The WECE chapter of UF holds the distinction of being one of the few well-established WECE organizations at a university in the United States. We serve to inspire, engage, and empower women in Electrical and Computer Engineering.

WECE would like to assist in further strengthening the current partnership between your company and the University of Florida chapter of WECE. With your help, WECE has and will continue to expand its influence on and beyond the university campus.

In addition to strengthening corporate relationships, WECE believes the initial sparks of interest in ECE occurs in the younger generations. Thus, WECE is actively involved in STEM outreach events in the Gainesville community to encourage and inspire the future generations of women in ECE. Further, WECE also holds social activities for its members to create a nurturing environment that cultivates and supports passion for ECE; hosts round table discussions with ECE faculty to promote interest in academia; and participates in college-wide events, such as Engineer’s Week (E-Week) to connect with engineers of all disciplines.

Attached is an invoice and purpose of sponsorship statement to be appended to the donation. If you have any questions concerning this invoice, please contact Lisa Wick at president.wece@gmail.com.

We are so appreciative of the opportunity to work with such a well-known and respected company. We look forward to further developing this partnership.

Sincerely,

Lisa Wick
President 2018-2019
Women in Electrical and Computer Engineering
University of Florida
Email: president.wece@gmail.com | Cell Phone: 321-695-6197
Tea Talks by Texas Instruments

Tea Talks connects smaller groups of students with people in industry and academia in an intimate environment that encourages free thinking and open discussion. The topics covered in these series span from transiting into industry from college to encouraging diversity in ECE or innovation and creativity in the workplace.

Corporate Events

Throughout the semester, WECE hosts numerous corporate information sessions to promote networking opportunities between students, employers, and recruiters. Technical talks and career-oriented workshops held by company representatives and UF alumni both expose the university to corporations’ cutting-edge technologies as well as further familiarize students with the companies.

Welcome Brunch

The Welcome Brunch, held during the beginning of the fall semester, is for female freshman, sophomore, and transfer students in the ECE and CISE departments. While meeting WECE officer and members, the students were presented a video made by one of our sponsors, speeches from student leaders and faculty, a Q&A session, and an academic lab tour.
Technical Workshops

WECE’s Technical Workshops seeks to increase the technical experience and knowledge of our organization in our newly acquired maker space. Our Technical Workshop chair will either host or bring in a guest expert to host a variety of workshops, from beginner topics like our Soldering and Circuits 101 Workshop to more advanced topics such as Scrum, Git, and IOT.

General Body Meetings

WECE holds three general body meetings during the fall semester and four during the spring semester, with a total of 7 per school year. We plan to bring speakers from industry to inform WECE members of the opportunities that exist. Further, general body meetings are held to promote and update on outreach and social events hosted by WECE. Each GBM has an expected turnout of 25-30 people.

ECE Banquet

At the end of the spring semester, WECE co-hosts an annual banquet for the ECE department to honor its faculty, professors, and outstanding student organizations. The banquet is held to promote the relationship and strengthen the ties between all the ECE student organizations, faculty, staff, and alumni. As a whole, we celebrate the progress everyone has made throughout the year.
2018-19 PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Outreach
As a part of our mission to increase female involvement and retention in ECE, WECE hosts numerous outreach events throughout the year. Our two main partnerships are with Girls Place and the Cade Museum. We combine ECE with creativity and teach a variety of concepts and projects to children, sparking their interest in technology and engineering.

Dual Mentorship Program
Consists of Collegiate and Corporate Mentorship. The collegiate portion includes undergraduate mentors in ECE guiding their mentees through their college career. With the help of TI, the corporate portion was established to form relationships between employees and prospective undergraduates interested in the corporate world.

Student Professor Luncheon and Mixer
WECE hosts an annual Student Professor Luncheon every spring semester. This event provides students with an opportunity to interact with UF ECE faculty and instructors while enjoying a casual lunch. The expected turnout is 30 people.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sponsor Level</th>
<th>Sponsorship Amount</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Platinum      | $2000              | • Frequent Promotion at all General Body Meetings and Other Events  
|               |                    | • All Benefits of Gold Level |
| Gold          | $1000              | • Logo Recognition on WECE T-Shirts  
|               |                    | • All Benefits of Silver Level |
| Silver        | $500               | • Special Logo Recognition on WECE Website  
|               |                    | • All Benefits of Bronze Level |
| Bronze        | $200               | • Advertisement by WECE for Corporate Events on Campus  
|               |                    | • Food and Refreshment for Corporate Event on Campus |